One of NASA's goals is to enable commercial access to space at a cost of $1000/lb (an order of magni- 
was selected as the best option for meeting the goal.
However, the study also concluded that significant advances in technology would be required before such a vehicle would be feasible.
To address the technology development issues and the follow-on development of an operational vehicle, NASA initiated the X-33 program.
A multiple industry partner/NASA Phase I study, starting in !994, was followed by a competition for the Phase II Program in 1996. Phase H, currently on-going, includes the design, build and flight test of a technology demonstrator vehicle (the X-33); a ground test program to demonstrate critical technologies not tractable or cost effective for inclusion in the X-33 demonstrator; and the con- to enable trim and to provide control effectiveness, the cg either has to be shifted forward with ballast, or the area of the aft aerodynamic surfaces must be increased up to meet the trim and stability requirements.
(In some cases aerodynamic control surfaces can be moved forward, but with a resultant increase in static instability.) The cg location is also a function of vehicle sizing. For example, if the vehicle must be sized up for closure, the cg moves aft since the engine weight, which is sized on gross lift off weight (GLOW), increases faster than the dry weight of the remainder of the vehicle. Adding to the challenge of designing a flyable configuration, the aerodynamic forces and moments vary widely as the vehicle flies through the Mach and angle-of-attack regimes from entry to landing.
OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH
Given the list of technologies selected to meet the pro- concepts and to brainstorm and assess "out-of-the-box" concepts aimed at weight reduction and flyability improvements.
ANALYSIS METHODS
The set of analysis tools used in the conceptual analysis and design trades is shown in Table 2 shows a subset of the configurations explored, including the 0002A starting point, and compares their primary features.
CONFIGURATION TRADES
The most significant aerodynamic challenge in the Ref- The 0003c configuration, shown in Figure 10 , was designed at the same time that the tunnel models for the 0002a
were being designed and fabricated. The 0003c configuration uses low mounted wings instead of canted fins and body flaps. The concept was based on a winged configura- Figure 13 . The analysis found that a 2.5% decrease in closed vehicle weight could be achieved for every inch of reduced stand-off distance. Future VentureStar TM configurations were designed with reduced stand-off distances from that carried on the Referencc Vehicle.
At the same time that the LL5 and other concepts were investigated, LL IB was designed. The objective for LL I B was to design a concept with simplified tank geometry and simplified load paths while still meeting the lifting body shape requirement. As shown in Figure 14 , the vehicle uti- to the fully internal payload design. This effect as well as the lateral/directional and propulsion/airframe interaction effects will need to be considered, particularly as the configuration changes to a 100% pooch geometry.
In the LMSW 0033 design, LMSW adopted both the single LH2 tank design, but with a reduced radius central lobe, and a -50% pooched payload bay. The latest ap- warrant adeparture fromtheexisting database oflower fineness liftingbody configurations.
Oneoftheconcepts explored tospecifically address thecglocation issue included adorsal fin,designed toeliminate thevertical tails. The dorsal, shown inFigure 21, was sized toenable landing in a 30knot cross wind. Thecg shiftofslightly more thanI%and avehicle weight reductionofslightly over2%attained byreplacing thevertical tailswithadorsal fin,were significant improvements. Feasibilityofthedorsal concept forcontrol ina cross wind landing wasshown through apreliminary control design andanalysis. However, theaerodynamic riskwasconsidered tobetoohigh. Notonlywas thevehicle directionally statically unstable, butbecause oftheliftingbody, thelongitudinal aerodynamics would most likelybesignificantly influenced bythepresence and deflection ofthedorsal. As aresult, the dorsal concept was eliminated from further consideration. Theconcept ofa control-stabilized vehicle, as opposed toa statically stable vehicle, however, could be adopted forvertical tailsizing, aswell. 
